
 

Learn body positions, movement patterns, and gymnastics related skills in 

a progressive manner.  Age-appropriate physical fitness activities promote 

strength, flexibility, and kinesthesia (awareness of body movement).  Students 

improve focus and concentration as they balance, and they develop confidence as 

they learn uneven bar skills.  They work on improving running mechanics to vault more 

effectively, and they learn the importance of persistence as they master tumbling skills.  Our instructional 

gymnastics classes challenge students in a cooperative atmosphere, where we applaud the effort, not just the 

outcome.  Fundamental or intermediate classes are available for girls in grades 2-9. 

Online registration available at sportzquest.com  478-718-7306 MON TUE WED THU 

Gymnastics Fundamentals for 2nd-4th grade girls: 60 min. of fundamental gymnastics 

with an introduction to more challenging skills.  9-wk term $162 
4:15p   6:00p 

     Intermediate Gymnastics for 2nd-5th grade girls: 60 min. of intermediate gymnastics with 

an introduction to more advanced skills.  9-wk term $162 
 5:00p   

     Gymnastics for 5
th

-9
th

 grade girls: 60 minutes of gymnastics, with flexible lesson plans that 

accommodate fundamental – intermediate skill levels. 9-wk term $162 
 6:00p   

     Gymnastics and Cheer Skills:  60 minutes of gymnastics, combined with cheer motions, 

jumps, and tumbling skills for girls in grades 1-3.  9-wk term  $162 
 4:00p   

     Tumbling Fundamental and Intermediate: 60 minutes of floor and trampoline tumbling for 

grades 2-12.  Students are divided into groups based on age and skill level.  9-wk term 

$162     

6:10p    

     Homeschool Gymnastics & Fitness:  60 minutes of gymnastics and functional fitness for 

boys and girls ages 5 and up.  Call 478-718-7306 for pricing. 
 2:30p   

     Special Needs:  Students who would benefit more from having a dedicated individual 

instructor during classes, or who prefer private lessons, please contact us to discuss needs. 
Call for details 

 

 

Girls, in grades 1-3, learn gymnastics and fundamental cheer skills.  

Practice jumps, learn arm motions, and improve tumbling skills. 
 

Fundamental tumbling students develop a strong 

foundation by learning the basics with excellent  

technique.  Improve cartwheels, handstands,  

round-offs, and walk-overs.  Intermediate students, who have their standing back hand 

spring, progress to tumbling passes and back saltos (back tucks). Weekly home 

exercise programs give students the opportunity to develop strength and flexibility.  

Limited class sizes ensure individualized attention, and enrollment is open to boys in 

grades 2-8 and girls in grades 2-12.   

 

 

                                               Gymnastics-type physical activities create neural pathways in the brain, foster  

                                               concentration and focus, build upper, lower, and core body strength, and encourage 

flexibility.  Enjoy these benefits with our homeschool class or special needs options. 

Tuition rates per term are based on 1 class per week.  Register the same student for more than 1 class and receive 30% off the 

2nd weekly class.  A 10% sibling discount applies to all but the greatest tuition.  Class sizes are limited and class times are 

subject to change due to fluctuations in enrollment.  The annual registration fee per family, not per child, is $25. 
 

Each term includes 9 weeks of class.  The seventh week of each term includes the priority deadline for the next term.  Current 

students can continue to enroll in upcoming terms by paying on or before the priority deadline.Once the priority deadline has 

passed, open spaces are available to new or returning students. 
 

Terms: 1 = Aug 8-Oct 14, 2016      2 = Oct 17-Dec 22, 2016      3 = Jan 9-Mar 09, 2017      4 = Mar 13-May 18, 2017 

No Classes: 9/5 (make up day 11/21), 10/3-6, 11/22-25, 12/22-1/7, 3/27-31 

 


